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Section 1. Introduction

As Is well known, Quantum Chromodynamlcs (QCD) is a theory of

quarks and gluons and is widely accepted as a fundamental theory

of strong Interactions in hadron world. QCD has several

desirable properties as a fundamental theory. Main two of those

are the asymptotic freedom at short distances'-1^ and the

confinement of quarks. In the last decade, along with the

main Interest of de-confinement transitions," the properties or
r in

QCD at finite temperature was vigorously studied. The

understanding of the dynamics of QCD at finite temperature Is

also important as it may play the crucial roles in the

development of early universe, heavy ion collisions and so on.

QCD at finite temperature (HO) has already been investigated

in a great deal, in particular, in lattice gauge theories.

However it may be desirable to investigate QCD at TVO from the

point of view of perturbation theory. As predicted by lattice

QCD suppose the de-conflnemrnt transition occurs at some critical

temperature. Above the critical temperature, quarks and gluons

are liberated and behave as free-like particles. Then, the

system of quarks and gluons nay be roughly considered as an ideal

free gas. If this picture is close to the true situation any

physical observable could be calculated by using a perturbatlve

expansion in an effective coupling which decreases as the

temperature is raised. However an important problem that whether

the QCD interactions are in fact weak at high temperature remains

open to be studied. Though there are affirmative conclusions

they are unsatisfactory as the thermal effect is not treated
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rigorously. Let us Illustrate the points to be Improved by

considering a standard discussion using the renoroallzatlon group

method. Consider a naasless theory. At a finite temperature T,

the renormal1zatIon group equation for the n-polnt (1-P-I)

Green'9 function Is written as

where u and Tf(g) denote, respectively, the renormallzatlon point

and anomalous dimension and g-g(p) Is the coupling constant

renormallzed at zero temperature. From (1) we can relate r at

a high temperature oT (o>>1), with the one at temperature T as

Since In the case of QCD, g(on) decreases logarithmically as o»».

It seems possible to calculate the right hand side with good

accuracy by perturbation theory. However this scheme falls aa we

can see below. In 1-th order of perturbation theory temperature

correction becomes large at low momentum as

where ?/o Is the typical momentum scale in rl ' In the right hand

side of (2) and m in some integer determined by 1 and the modex

Therefore as o->- higher order corrections dominate even though

g(oii) decreases logarithmically. Then one should Invent a
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technique by which we can systematically Improve the perturbation

series at T K ) . For this purpose a new method, namely the

renornallzatlon group at finite temperature was recently

formulated (see Appendix C).'-7'8-'

By the use of this new method we Investigated the behaviour

of the effective coupling constant with respect to the change of

momentum and temperature in Ref. [9]. The result of the analysis

Is not satisfactory In several respects, however. One of the

troubles Is the gauge dependence of the given result. To resolve

the issue we re-investigate the temperature dependence of the QCD

interactions In a gauge invariant manner. This is the theme of

this thesis. For this purpose we start with the Wilson loop and

Investigate the behaviour of the effective coupling constant

which measures the strength of the interaction of a static quark

and antlquark (q-q) pair in the thermal gluon medium. To

calculate the effective coupling we use the finite temperature

quantum field theory in the real time formalism. ^ Furthermore

we improve the result by the use of the renormalization group

method at finite temperature.

At this stage we should mention the work of Gendenshteln

(Ref. [7]). He already studied the same subject and obtained

essentially the same result with ours. Furthermore Gale and

Kapusta also dealt with the similar subject to ours in their

recent work (Ref. [11]). What is new in our work is that our

approach is manifestly gauge invariant as we extract the

effective coupling constant from the Wilson loop. This Justifies

presenting this work.
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The organization of the thesis Is as follows: In the next

section the formalism of the Wilson loop In Mlnkowsky space-time

at finite temperature is presented. The Wilson loop enables us

to Investigate the interaction of a q-q pair in a gaugo Invariant

manner. In section 3 we calculate the temperature correction to

the Wilson loop and extract the effective coupling constant

according to the idea of Susskind. ^ Then we improve the

result by the use of the renormallzatlon group method. In the

last section we discuss the physical Interpretation of the result

given in section 3 and summarize the thesis.

In this thesis we use the real tine formalism of quantum

field theory at /inite temperature. Its brief review in the path

Integral approach Is given in Appendix A. The Feynman rules

used in this thesis are collected in Appendices A and B.

Appendix C is devoted to a review of the renormallzatlon group

method at finite temperature. As for the presentation of the

Idea we apply the approach of Susskind to a finite temperature

case.
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Section 2. Wilson loop In Mlnkowsky space-time at f in i te

temperature

It la well known that the perturbative calculation in gauge

theories is plagued with the gauge dependence. Hence there

arises a problem of physical interpretation of the calculation.

Such a problem would be absent If the result of the calculation

is derived from a gauge Invariant quantity. Therefore we use the

Wilson loop, which is manifestly gauge invariant by construction,

to Investigate the behaviour of the effective coupling constant.

To be more precise we consider a quark-antiquari. (q-q) pair

separated by the distance R and calculate its static potential at

f inite teu.oerature via the Wilson loop. Then we extract the

effective coupling constant from the potential. The original

idea of extracting the effective coupling has been proposed by
fipl

Susakind. It goes as follows:

Let us consider a q-q pair, in the thermal medium of gluons,

which is initially located at tba same point in the remote past.

Then q and q are adlabatlcally separated and brought to the

distance of R. This situation lasts for a long time ( t 0 ) . In

the end the q-q pair i s adiabatically brought together and

annihilates. As a whole the process represents the vacuum to

vacuum transition and thus can he expressed by the elongated

Wilson loop (Flg.1). By dropping the upper and lower ends of

Flg.1 whose sontributlons are negl igible when to»«, we can

extract the q-q potent ia l . Therefore i t follows that the

potential we look for is obtained by evaluating the thermal

averaged transition amplitude for the process that q and q,
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located respectively at 3-(0,0,0) and $-(0,0,R) at tine -tn/2, be

In order to express the amplitude explicitly let ua first

introduce the creation, • *(?) (o-1-N), and anlhllatlon, ̂ ( r ) ,

operators for quark (o denotes the color of a quark). ^ The

corresponding operators for antiquark are denoted as i|i*a and * o o.

They satisfy,

All the other anti-commutation relations are vanishing.

To treat the gluon medium at finite temperature it Is

necessary to know the HamlltcnlSfi. Therefore we turn to the

problem of canonical quantization. Here it is carried out in the

axial gauge. The Lagrangian to start with Is given by

where Ta denotes the matrix In the fundamental representation of

the gauge group SU(N). In the axial gauge (A?-0) the dynamical

variables are Aa, FJjj (1-1,2), *a (•*) and •ca(*c
). AQ , FQ3 a n d

Fj, (1,J-1,2,3) are determined by them. The Hamlltonlan is tound

to be,



and E | are given by

Then we Introduce a gauge invariant operator which creates

the q-q pair at a time -tQ/2. 't Is given by

where •*, *J and Xa are the Helsenberg fields. In the above C

denotes the path connecting q and q and P^ denotes the ordering
t

along the path C . Since the choice of path is Irrelevant in the

large tQ limit we adopt a straight line. Then In A«-0 gauge (8)

becomes

The amplitude Is expressed as

A DA

• <A'\ %(t)$l2)e'iHt' l*W V£

In (10),

li°) , DA = TJ.d/4'(
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and fAf>A2;0> denotes the elgen state of the gauge fields A* and

A | without static quarks,

02)

Using the completeness condition

n = *:?«,

and carrying out the integration over (6,t ) and (n,n ) the

second factor in (10) becoaes,

<A'\\

4p y t r ^ r
where the Lagranglan J^ is given by.
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The first factor can be rewritten aa

by choosing the path of continuation to the conplex tine plane aa

shown in Fig. 2. Froa (11) and (16) it follows that

U?) ( fiff dt/U?,tjl) (pexbCjf dt/Ui?.*))

where P. B. denotes the periodic boundary condition which Is the

so-called KHS condition.^16^

t-'f, * ) . US)

The last step Is to rewrite ('7) Into the oan l f e s t ly gauge

i n v a r i a n t form. For the purpose we perform a gauge

transf omatlon.

Then (17) becomes.

V J t . A ' x if a
1 1



By integrating (20) over U(x,t) one finds

where large tQ limit la Implicit. Thus the rectangular Wilson

loop (Fig. 3) comes out which ensures the gauge lnvariance or the

expression (21).

To evaluate perturbatively the thermal average of the Wilson

loop we must eliminate the degenerac.v of the gauge freedom. This

can be done as In the zero temperature case. The Feynnan rules

at finite temperature In the real time formalists are briefly

reviewed In Appendix A and the rules for the Wilson loop are

collected in Appendix B.

Before closing this section we like to mention that one

could have chosen Polyakov loops or Wilson loop (Fig. 1) in

Imaginary time formalism as a gauge invariant quantity to start

with. In working with Polyakov loops one facrs the problem that

one gluon exchange process is absent. As regards Wilson loop the

trouble is that there exists an ambiguity of how we connect the

q-q pair, as stated by Nadkarnl. •" On the other hand the real

time formalism requires no change In the shape of the Wilson loop

In going from T-0 to T^O. This explains our choice of the Wilson

loop in Mlnkowsky space-time.
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Section 3. Finite temperature correction for the Wilson loop and

effective coupling constant

In thla aectlcn we evaluate the quantum correction to the q-

q potential using the Wilson loop and then derive the

renormallzatlon group equations (RGB's). Here we would like to

give a comment. In (21) g and A denote the bare coupling

constant and bare fields, respectively. Now .in this section, we

perform a perturbatlve expansion In powers of a coupling constant

renoraallzed at zero temperature. Therefore there exist the

contributions from counter terms which cancel the ultra-violet

divergences. However we do not explicitly write them for the

sake of simplicity. At the stage where the divergences are

subtracted their existence are to be considered Implicitly. The

precise definition of a renormallzed coupling constant Is given

by a renormallzation prescription later in Eq.(36). In the

following we represent a renormallzed coupling constant as g for

notatlonal simplicity.

From (21) the potential, V(R,T), Is given by

We calculate the potential at the gU order by choosing the

Feynman gauge. Following the steps stated in Ref. [12], we find

that the diagrams to be evaluated are those shown In Fig. 5.

Then one arrives at the expression.
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C-N jor

In the above, I - I e denote the "Abellan part" of the

corresponding diagrams. To be definite, for Instance, the

quantity I Is given by

(2+)

]
r*A. | i #A

where

19 the real time gluon propagator. Among the Integrals Ia~Ie»

I . has already been computed In Ref. [ 9 ] . I . i s e a s i l ye a
calculated to be

After some

examination we can extract the finite temperature part which has

R dependence when t0-* and which thus contributes to the q-q
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i
t it -U), • it <Jj • i t -w, + i"E

where AQ and 4. denote, respectively, the T-p and T\0 parts of

the thermo propagator A(k) and u denotes the time component of

momentum k. Integrating over k, and kq makes the remaining

integrand be the function of k ^ k j . Therefore, a shift of the

Integration variable k^ as k^-&2-k makes the k? integration

trivial . In the course of th i s , the factor (« 3 (0 ) ) 2 appears.

This i s because the positions or the quark and antlquark are

fixed. Since this constant is irrelevant for our discussion, we

drop i t (see (21)) . Then, Integrating over u- and u^ and using

the formula

m

we obtain
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Each Integral Is -llvergent at P-*0 although the sum Is finite.

Therefore, we Introduce a convergence factor Pe and also use a

formula,

—J__ _ J_ , 2p r i ±

to find

Then, summing up I,, I2 and I,, we obtain the finite answer.

<«)

As to*» only the first term survives. Therefore we find

r
The contribution of Id is the same as that of Ic> The evaluation

of I^ is much lengthier but can be done by following the similar

procedures as for I . In the end the whole contribution

Including T-0 part turns out to be
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where
<\
2

= 4" - D ( D r spate --time

- X

Now that we have found the corrected p o t e n t i a l , the next

step Is to do the renormalizatlon and then to derive the RCE. By

s u b t r a c t i n g a d i v e r g e n t p a r t w i t h t h e renorroal 1 z a t l o n

prescription

(34)

we arrive at the renofinalized potential
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He define the temperature dependent effective coupling constant,

B2(K,T), by

V(K.r) = v[K.f) = -

F r o m ( 3 7 ) a n d ( 3 8 ) , w i t h i n o n e - l o o p a p p r o x i m a t i o n , a ( K , T ) l a

g i v e n by

.

Differentiating the o(K,T) by K ^ and T|^ , we obtain the RGB's

Since we are interested in the region of (K,T) where a(K,T) is

small (<<1) we approximate the right hand sides of ClO) by the

first teras. Then, solving the above equations, we find the

effective coupling constant

°<(K,T)= c/=—

where g Is the renornal ized coupling constant defined by (36) .

Introducing the RG invariant scale parameter A by
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we rewrite (11) as

This is the RQ improved effective coupling constant which

has the gauge invariant physical meaning. In the next section we

examine its behaviour.
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Section 4. Discussion and Summary

Since D(T/K) Is positive definite, a(K,T) i s free from

singularity at any temperature so long as K>A. Furthermore, as

high temperature expansion gives

• / - 4 * ' ( - £ ) + 7 '«a ( • £ ) • • • - . -R- » i . <*«•>

we f i n d t h a t with f i x e d K, a(K,T) decreases l i k e (K/T)2 as

temperature Increases. This result i s qual i tat ive ly the same as

In the behaviour of the e f f e c t i v e coupling constant defined by

the tr i -gluons and fermlon-gluon coupling In Ref. [ 9 ] . We note

a l s o that the log(K) in D(K/T) e x a c t l y cance l s the one in T-0

part, as expected. "

Now l e t us see the behaviour of a(K,T) with the change of K

with T f i x e d . As K becomes l a r g e a(K,T) goes to the z e r o

temperature r e s u l t , as expected. This i s because O(K/T), which

represents temperature c o r r e c t i o n , goes to zero when T/K*O. A

more Interesting feature arises for small momentum (K<<T) region.

For small K with fixed T, o(K,T) becomes

<X(.K,T)

where

- 2 0 -



Here we like to stress that in order to use the expression (13)

for the investigation of the behaviour of o(K,T) at low momen--m

it should be small for all range of K. This is because we

approximated the right hand sides of (10) by the first terms. If

a(K,T) becomes large at some momentum scale, say, at KQ, the

approximation breaks down at KQ and we cannot study the behaviour

of o(K,T) in low momentum region (K<KQ) from {US). This Is the

case if the temperature is sufficiently low. However this

situation Is expected to change at high temperature. We note

that the relative sign of log(K/A) and (XK/T) Is opposite when

K<A. Since II becomes large as (T/K) for small K, we may infer

that if temperature is sufficiently high (T>>A), a(K.T) regains

small as we let K go to zero from the large momentum region. A

numerical check Indeed confirms this assertion (Fig.6). Thus

(15) can be used at low momentum region as long as temperature Is

sufficiently high. This high temperature condition can be found

in (15) if we note the sign of the squared Debye mass, me^,

Via =yTO(T) Tl (41)

Only when T>A, mgl Is positive.

Thus the result tells us that much above the temperature -

A, a remains small for all range of K. Since it follows that at

high temperature (»A) the Interaction or a static q-q pair is

weak at any distances this result may support the de-confinement

F2)
transition near the temperature A.

In the following we summarize the thesis. By the use of the

Wilson loop and the renormallzatIon group method at finite
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coupling which measures the strength of the Interaction of a

static q-q pair. Then It Is found that at high temperature the

Interaction Is weak at any distances. This result Indicates that

at high temperature pure QCD Is In the de-conflned phase. We

like to stress that our prediction is gauge Invariant since our

RGE a are derived from the Wilson loop which is manifestly gauge

Invariant.
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Appendix A. Real tiae Feynaan rules for gauge theories at f in i te

teaperature

Heal tlae Feynaan rules for gauge theor ies at f i n i t e

temperature la obtained by considering the path-integral/'3^

CA-O

where the tlae Integration Is carried out along the contour C as

shown In Fig. 2 (a«e (21)). In the above P. B. denotes the KHS

boundary

By the use of the standard Faddeev-Fopov trick we can ^Uolnate

the gauge degeneracy. If we Impose a covariant gauge condition

such as

fixi = U'lx), a.1,2, . . . , N t | CA-3)

and averaging over all functions u'lx) with Gaussian weight, we

arrive at the expression

Z

ol ; gtwj* p«ramet«r
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In the above we used an abbreviated notation

J
The ghost f i e l d s , oa and e a , should obey the same boundary

conditions as that of the gauge f i e l d s as the functional

determinant Is evaluated In the space of gauge f i e lds . To

evaluate (A-4) perturbatively we first add the source functions

and replace the interaction Lagranglan by the functional

derivative with respect to sources. At this point we note that

the source function should be defined on the complex time plane.

This is because the time coordinates of the fields are continued

to the complex plane In (A-1). Then It Is enough for us to

consider the free part with sources of the ful l Integral (A-1).

The free part faetorlzes into the ones which Involve only the

gauge fields or ghost f ie lds. Therefore, choosing the Feynman

gauge, we consider the path-integral

Z.U) - 124 exp if (-
~ C

f
P.B. C

where we have collectively denoted the Aa (y-0,1,?,3) and c (c )

as *. Since the path Integral (A-6) Is a Gaussian type one can

easily perform the integration. The result is

where D(x -x) Is a Green's function on the contour C,

OtDCx.'-X)
(A-S)
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In (A-8) 4-functlon on the contour C, 60(t-t'), is defined by

The boundary condition of D(x'-x) Is the same as that of *. To

obtain the D(x -x) explicitly we consider the Ansatz.

DW-x) - p\z'-

where 6c(t -t) Is a step-function on the contour C. Then, from

(A-2), (A-8) and (A-10), we obtain

(A-n)

We shal l now take the l imit tQ->« which Is Implicit in (21) and

(A-1). In this limit contributions to (A-6) from the vert ica l

segments vanishes (see Fig. 4) . Therefore only the contributions

from the horizontal segments, C, and C,, remain In th i s l i m i t .

Thus, dropping the Irre levant constant we arrive at the

expression,

f
c,.tx
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In (A-12) we define

c c

where a,t-1,2 and

and

D(, W-x) - D(.x'-

C},(x'- x) = - D'Ct'-t * Si.; ̂'_ £)
( A -/

In momentum apace the propagator iDab is written as

e'"*1 - J

e"w-i. r*a

iD'fe).
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14 )

and ghost dAgjj) fields are given in the matrix notation by

Thus In the Feynman gauge the propagators for the gauge (14 )

> , • • • , * /

In the real tine formulation of finite temperature quantum field

theory there arise the fictitious fields which live on the lower

horizontal segment C2 (see Fig. 2 ) . Due to this the propagator

has a matrix structure as in (A-16). (1-1) element of the

propagator, ID , represents the propagation of the physical free

quantum. As Is easi ly seen from (21), external legs of the

Green's functions are always physical f i e l d s . Therefore

fict it ious fields appear In the Feynman diagrams only as Internal

building blocks.

As a final note we would l ike to comment on the rules for

the vert ices . Since the vertices arise through the functional

derivative by the external sources.

two kinds of vertices are found to ex i s t . One is the usual

vertex which Involves only physical f ields. The other Is the one

which Involves only the f i c t i t i o u s f i e l d s . The rules for the

latter vertex Is given by that of usual one with extra factor (-

-29 -



1). The reason for the need of the factor (-1) la that. In (A-

18), the direction of time Integration on C 2 la opposite to that
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Appendix B. Feynman rules for the Wilson loop

In this Appendix we summarize the rules for the Wilson loop.

The Wilson loop represents the propagation of quark and

antlquark. For s quark the color flows toward the positive time

direction and for an antlquark toward the negative direction.

The rules for a static q-q pair are easily read off from (22) and

are given

t't'
t

ti

I—-~- a = — i

r. un..
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Appendix C. Renormallzation group at finite temperature

The method of renormallzation group (RG) was first found and

formulated by Stuckelberg and Peterman and Gell-Mann and Low.'- ^

RG method can be generalized to f ini te temperature cases to

i n v e s t i g a t e the asymptotic behaviour of the p h y s i c a l
f 7 8 Tsystems. ' J In this Appendix we give a brief review of the

renormallzation group method at finite temperature. As for the

presentation of the idea we follow the approach of Sussklnd.

Let us consider the s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l in Quantum

Electrodynamics (QED) at f i n i t e temperature. Suppose the

electromagnetic medium i s composed of photons and charged

massless fermlons. For the sake of simplicity we set the

chemical potential equal to zero. Then, within the one-loop

approximation, potential energy of the s tat ic test charges of

electron and positron pair at temperature T Is given by

cc-o
where R denotes the difference of the position vectors of

electron and positron and e is the renormalized coupling constant

at momentum scale u at zero temperature. In the above, fl(K/T)

denotes the temperature correction due to the fermion loop,

CC-2)
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Since at low momentum or at high temperature (K/T«1) 0 behaves

as

the temperature correction becomes large In the region of K/T<<1.

Therefore, when e (T/K) >>1, naive perturbation theory breaks

down. In order to Improve the perturbation theory one may sum up

the series of chain diagrams (Fig. 7 ) . The result of this

Improvement yields the potential

At low temperature (C-1) gives the screened Debye potential at

large distances.

In analogy with zero temperature cases the above improvement

can be done systematically by the use of the renormallzatlon

group method at finite temperature. It goes as follows:

According to Susskind we define the effective coupling constant

a(K,T) by

Then we set up the differential equations, namely renormallzatlon

group equations for a(K,T). In perturbation theory a(K,T) is

expressed as a power series in a (-e /lit),

<*(.K,T) = < ( | + « C , + « V C » + - ) , C n = C n ( K , T ) , ( C - O
- 3 3 -



where o Is a renormallzed charge at zero temperature and C (K,T)

denotes the n-loop correction to the potential with an/(k)

factored out. Differentiation of the o(K,T) with respect to K

and T gives

* & • • • • ) ,

Cc-7)

We can re-expresa the right hand side of (C-7) by o(K,T) In stead

of a. For Instance, at the a (K,T) order, we obtain

Since we are Interested In the region where a(K,T) Is small we

approximate (C-8) by

Solving (C-9) we obtain the Improved effective coupling constant,

By the Insertion of (C-10) Into (C-5) the expression (C-fl)

reappears. Thus, also at finite temperature, we can lmprovj the
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one-loop result by the use of the renormallzatlon group method

Is explicitly stated in the above.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The elongated Wilson loop which represents the vacuum to

vacuum trans i t ion through the pair creation and

anihllatlon of q-q pair.

Fig. 2 The continuation path In the complex time plane.

Fig. 3 Wilson loop which represents the amplitude that a static

4-4 pair propagates during the time period T.

Fig. « Wilson loop In the world of Imaginary time.

Fig. 5 The Feynman diagrams which contribute to the static q-q

potential.

Fig. 6 Results of the numerical calculation of the behaviour of

l/o(K,T) with respect to K at T-O.1A (graph (1)) and at

T-1OA (graph (2)). In the graph (J) only the behaviour

or 1/o(K,T) In the region K>KQ is reliable.

Fig. 7 Series of chain diagrams which contributes to the static

potential in QED at finite temperature.
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